
CANON STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESS

Although this is a major strength of canon, the phrase â€œyour best friend is your worst enemyâ€•.

This means that a lot of people are now making purchases online. This lists down the Strengths-Opportunities
SO strategies that involve using strengths to take advantage of opportunities. More substitute products are now
available. Threats Canon Facing - External Strategic Factors The demand of the highly profitable products is
seasonal in nature and any unlikely event during the peak season may impact the profitability of the company
in short to medium term. This article is only an example and cannot be used for research or reference
purposes. Their top models have great video. Is time to develop a small 3D printer accessible by price and a
special lens to optimize the use of this printer. The expansion has helped the organization to build new
revenue stream and diversify the economic cycle risk in the markets it operates in. WT Strategies Increase
spending on research and development to enable Canon to better compete with competition W2, T4. India:
Pearson Education India. They have recently reinvented themselves and their lenses. The matrix is only a
starting point for a discussion on how proposed strategies could be implemented. Business Strategy Review,
14 2 ,  Have a great weekend and go grab that shot! Integration: Canon's current structure and culture have
resulted in the failure of various mergers aimed at vertical integration. Need more investment in new
technologies. Economic This section is available only in the 'Complete Report' on purchase. Develop
environmentally friendly products through innovation, at a low cost so that they could be sold at a low price
S2, S4, O4. It has a low-cost structure, which provides it with an advantage over the competition. Nikon is
always close as it can be seen again in this massive survey with over , people over a period of 6 months
Sortable : Both Canon and Nikon are offering similar products and price.


